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Distribution by Type of Income
r Annual Distribution of National Income
OUR CLASSIFICATION of income by type (Table 22) reflects sev-
eral principles or bases of distinction. First, there is the sepa-
ration of income flows that are actual payments to ultimate in-
come recipients from items that are accruals, i.e., of income
payments from savings of enterprises. There is the further dif-
ferentiation among the factors of production whose compensa-
tion the various types of income represent—labor, capital., and
enterprise. Employee compensation may thus be taken to rep-
resent compensation of labor; dividends and interest, of capi-
tal; net savings, of enterprise; and entrepreneurial withdrawals
or income, of all three, with labor preponderant. Finally, there
is a third aspect of the classification relevant to income pay-
ments alone: its significance in differentiating, among groups
of income recipients at different average income levels. Wages
are, by and large, the major source of income to the lowest in-
come groups, while salaries are the major return to groups with
distinctly higher average incomes. Dividends and interest,
especially the former, are a major source of income to the high
income groups. Entrepreneurial withdrawals are between the
extremes represented by wages and dividends. In some indus-
tries entrepreneurial income constitutes the major return to
groups whose average income is not much higher than that of
wage earners; in others, it is high enough to raise the per























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3BY TYPE OF INCOME 219
As explained in Chapter 2 (Sec. 3), our classification does not
follow faithfully any of the principles mentioned. Even in sepa-
rating actual payments from an accrual item such as net sav-
ings, there is considerable blurring, not only because it is dif-
ficult to separate entrepreneurial withdrawals from net savings,
but also because the estimates of dividends and interest include
portions that do not reach the ultimate income recipients di-
rectly but are credited to their accounts in insurance com-
panies, savings banks, and similar 'associations of individuals'.
In differentiating among payments to various production fac-
tors the classification also leaves much to be desired, if only be-
cause it includes entrepreneurial income, which necessarily in-
cludes compensation of more than one production factor, as a
single category. Moreover, employee compensation includes
some items, such as payments to principal corporation exec-
utives, that can hardly be considered reward for labor alone;
and dividends are presumably a mixture of a 'pure' return on
capital with some return to enterprise. Finally, the classifica-
tion by type is obviously defective as a grouping of returns to
recipients at significantly different average income levels. Em-
ployee compensation is paid to some people with high incomes;
a substantial portion of interest goes to low income groups;
while entrepreneurial incomes are sca.ttered among people in
income groups at diverse levels.
These defects can be partly overcome by a cross-classification
of income types with the several industrial divisions, and by a
segregation, whenever data are available, of principal corpora-
tion officers' salaries. Even with these refinements, the distribu-
tion by type still retains some weaknesses, stemming from the
institutional lines our estimates perforce follow. Nevertheless,
it does reflect, if sometimes obscurely, various bases: temporal
differences in levels in the distribution within industries
roughly approximate differences between payments and net
savings, among compensation of various production factors,
and among payments to groups of recipients at significantly
different average income levels.0
220 PART TWO
As in the distribution by industrial source, we discuss the
distribution by type of income largely in percentage terms.
Conversion to percentages eliminates the changes in the totals
treated in Chapter 4, and reveals more clearly the relative im-
portance of various production factors and of payments to
groups receiving incomes of varying size and description. In
Table 22 B and C the percentages are of national income alone,
and are adequate for a preliminary study of the distribution by
type. But subsequently we discuss the distribution of aggregate
payments by type as well. The chief reason for basing a percent-
age distribution on aggregate payments is that in measuring
the relative importance of payments to various groups it is
the distribution of aggregate payments, not of national income,
that is desired. Net savings of enterprises, especially of cor-
porations and of other non-personal organizations, cannot be
assigned to any one group of income recipients; and if they are
considered, as perhaps they should be, of equal relative im-
portance to the fortunes of all income recipients attached to an
industry, their percentage distribution becomes identical with
that of aggregate payments. Since we have two variants of ag-
gregate payments, one including and the other excluding entre-
preneurial savings, we have two variants of the percentage dis-
tribution. In both, net savings are taken into account and, like
all types of payments, expressed as percentages of aggregate
payments.
The distribution in Table 22 B reveals obvious shifts in the
percentage shares in national income. The share of wages and
salaries rises; that of other employee compensation rises even
more, reflecting the marked increase in work and other relief
payments in the 1930's and the inclusion of Social Security
contributions of employers. The share of entrepreneurial
withdrawals declines, as do the shares of entrepreneurial net
savings and rent. The share of dividends rises, and that of inter-
est, even more. The shares of corporate and government net
savings decline.
These categories, the most detailed in the distribution ofDISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 221
national income by type, are combined into broader divi-
sions in Table 22 C. The share of total employee compensa-
tion, a sum of wages, salaries, and other compensation, rises
markedly. The share of entrepreneurial income, a sum of with-
drawals and savings, declines markedly. Total service income,
a sum of compensation of employees and of entrepreneurs,
seems to rise in relative importance, although not markedly
when entrepreneurial savings are included. The share of prop-
erty income excluding rent rises markedly; but when rent is
included, the rise becomes negligible. Aggregate payments,
whether including or excluding entrepreneurial savings, are
smaller than national income during the first decade and larger
during the second—a direct reflection of the fact that net sav-
ings of enterprises were positive during the 1920's and nega-
tive during the 1930's.
The shares of these various components in aggregate pay-
merits may behave quite differently from their shares in
national income. Furthermore, analysis of the percentage dis-
tribution of any income flow cannot be confined to the compre-
hensive totals. We now consider the distribution within each
division of the nation's productive system and attempt to sur-
vey its aspects in a manner similar to that followed in the
analysis by industrial source. First, the average distribution
for the entire period is examined; next, changes over the
period; finally, changes during business cycles.
2Averagefor the Period
Table 23 presents distributions of.net income originating for
the country as a whole and for individual industries, based
upon the arithmetic means of the totals for 19 19—38. Similar
distributions could be presented for total payments including
or excluding entrepreneurial savings, but since for the period
as a whole they would differ little from the distributions of
net income, we omit them.
In Table 23 rent is included in property income under real












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sions. Also, the subdivisions of mining were not retained: for
these five subdivisions the estimates of income other than wages
and salaries for the years before 1929 were derived by distribut-
ing the totals for the mining group in proportion to wages and
salaries. Since the percentage distribution among types of in-
come within each subdivision of mining is not significant for
the early years in the period, Classification B, which is subject
to the difficulties mentioned in Chapter 5, is also omitted.
Employee compensation accounts, on the average, for
slightly less than two-thirds of national income. But in agri-
culture, electric light and power, manufactured gas, pipe lines,
and real estate its share is well below this average. These indus-
tries obviously belong to distinct categories. In the first,
represented by agriculture and real estate, the prevailing type
of business organization is the unincorporated enterprise of
small average size or the individual property holder. Hence
entrepreneurial income or rent bulks so large in net income
originating that employee compensation must necessarily be
a relatively limited fraction. In the second, to which electric
light and power, manufactured gas, and pipe lines belong, the
dominant form of organization is corporate, and capital used in
production is so large relative to direct labor that a major por-
tion of net income is a return on the capital invested and only a
small portion is compensation for the direct services of em-
ployees. On the other hand, in mining, textiles and leather,
construction materials and furniture, printing, water trans-
portation, and telegraph the share of employee compensation
exceeds 85 per cent. In these industries the entrepreneur either
does not appear or plays a minor role; and the use of capital is
small relative to that of direct labor.
In agriculture, service, and trade the proportion of entre-
preneurial withdrawals is above the average for the country,
17.1 per cent; in government, the public utilities, finance,
manufacturing, mining, and construction, below. We have al-
ready mentioned the industries with a large proportion of
property income. In general, industries in which entrepre-DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 225
neurs predominate, or in which the capital investment is small
relative to direct labor, or in which entrepreneurs do not have
to pay returns on past investment, or in which by definition
there cannot be large property returns (such as insurance) have
low ratios of property income to net income originating (agri-
culture, construction, trade, insurance, and service).
The average shares of dividends and of interest in national
income are about the same, but within industries they differ
markedly. In some industries, such as government and agri-
culture, dividends are absent or negligible, either because
there are no private enterprises or because small private enter-
prises, for which credit without security and fixed interest obli-
gation is impracticable, predominate. As industries approach
either extreme—absence of a variable entrepreneurial revenue
because of a controlled market or preponderance of small units
—interest tends to constitute a relatively greater share than
dividends. Public utilities, such as steam railroads, represent
the first extreme; real estate, the second. On the other hand,
in industries in which the private business enterprise is large
and continuously active in a competitive market, the share
of dividends tends to be relatively greater (mining, manu-
facturing).
The share of savings of enterprises for the country as a whole
is, on the average, small, amounting to somewhat less than i
per cent of national income. But the percentages vary strik-
ingly among industries. In general, the industries that, as
shown by our analysis in Chapter5, rose in relative importance
in the income structure, were the ones for which the ratio of
net savings to net income was well above the average: food and
tobacco, paper, printing, electric light, and power, pipe lines,
telephone, telegraph, service, and government. Most of the in-
dustries whose relative shares in the countrywide income totals
declined were characterized by a lower than average ratio of
net savings to net income originating: agriculture, mining,
total manufacturing, and construction. Although not perfect,
the correlation is nevertheless sufficient to suggest that the rela-226 PARTTWO
tive magnitude of net savings of enterprise is a fair index of the
shift in an industry's share in national income and aggregate
pay rn ents.
In Classification A the highest percentage of property in-
come and the lowest percentage of employee compensation and
entrepreneurial withdrawals are within the service industries;
the commodity transporting and distributing industries are at
the other extreme in these respects, except for-entrepreneurial
withdrawals; while the commodity producing group occupies
an intermediate position. The share of dividends is highest in
commodity producing industries and the share of interest low-
est—the opposite being true of the service industries.
The greatest differences in the distribution by type are in
Classification C. Industries in which entrepreneurs are still
numerous are characterized by the largest share of entrepre-
neurial withdrawals, the smallest of employee compensation,
and a share of property income close to that for the country as
a whole. The largest share of employee compensation and the
greatest dominance of dividends over interest are in industries
in which private corporations predominate. In industries with
a semi-public status, property income accounts for a larger
of income originating than elsewhere. The public
category naturally does not have any entrepreneurial income
or dividends.
3Changes over the Period
A iN COMPREHENSIVE TOTALS
In studying changes in the distribution by type over the period
we use averages of percentage shares free from the effects of
the more transient cyclical fluctuations. As in the distribution
by industrial source,.we computed two sets of averages: one for
the two decades, 1919—28 and 1929—38, the other for the
terminal quinquennia, 1919—23 and 1934—38.
Again, as in the distribution by industrial source, our con-
clusions are summarized by differentiating broad classes by the
sign and magnitude of the changes in the averages. A plus orDISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 227
minus sign indicates that the share increases or decreases and
that the change is in the same direction in both the decennial
and quinquennial averages; if the two sets of averages dis-
agree in this respect, no definite direction is assigned the move-
ment over the period and the entry is o. Changes are classified
as minor if the estimates for both the decennial and the quin-
quennial averages rise or decline less than one-tenth of the
average share for 1919—38 (denoted by o +oro—); as signifi-
cant if either estimate changes more than one-tenth of the
average share for the period but not more than two-fifths
(denoted by + or —);andas large if either estimate changes
more than two-fifths of the average share for the period (de-
noted by + *or—*).Table 24 demonstrates the procedure
and reveals several significant shifts in the shares of various
income types in each of the three comprehensive income totals.
Wages and salaries increase significantly as a share in na-
tional income, but not in aggregate payments including entre-
preneurial savings, i.e., when net savings of corporations and
government are omitted frOm the comprehensive total. When
we exclude from the latter entrepreneurial savings also, the
share of wages and salaries declines slightly but unmistakably.
The increase in this share in any of the three comprehensive
income totals is thus due largely to the increase in wages and
salaries relative to that in net savings of business enterprises
and government.
The share of other compensation of employees in all three
comprehensive income totals, however, increases owing pri-
marily to the introduction of relief payments and Social Se-
curity contributions in the latter part of the second decade and
to the maintenance, if not increase, of other types of com-
pensation (pensions and compensation for injury). The share
of total compensation, the sum of wages and salaries and other
compensation, increases as a percentage of all three compre-
hensive totals; but the increase from the first to the second
decade in its share in aggregate payments excluding entrepre-


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 229
The share of entrepreneurial withdrawals in national in-
come shows no definite movement but in both aggregate pay-
ments totals it decreases. Entrepreneurial savings, however, de-
crease drastically and constitute a decreasing share of all three
comprehensive income totals. Hence, total entrepreneurial in-
come, the sum of entrepreneurial withdrawals and savings, also
accounts for a decreasing share of each.
Since employee compensation is far bigger than either entre-
preneurial withdrawals or income it. largely determines total
service income. The share of the latter, excluding entrepre-
neurial savings, in all three comprehensive income totals in-
creases, significantly as a share in national income and much
less so as a share in aggregate payments. When entrepreneurial
savings are included in service income, its share in national in-
come still increases; its share in aggregate payments including
entrepreneurial savings shows no definite change; and its share
in aggregate payments excluding entrepreneurial savings
actually decreases.
Of the three types of property income, the share of interest
increases most and consistently in all three comprehensive in-
come totals; that of dividends, somewhat less; that of rent de-
creases markedly. Hence total property income including rent,
while accounting for an increasing share in national income,
constitutes a decreasing share in aggregate payments excluding
entrepreneurial savings. However, the decrease is small and is
perhaps no more worth noting than the increase in the share
of employee compensation from 19 19—28 to 1929—38.
Since the shares of corporate, government, and entrepre-
neurial net savings in all three comprehensive income totals
decrease markedly, the share of the combined total of net sav-
ings of all enterprises decreases markedly; and since these items
of savings constitute the differences among the three compre-
hensive income totals, the movements of the latter are deter-
mined by these declines. The total that excludes all or any of
these savings items increases relatively to the total that in-
cludes them.230 PART TWO
For the distribution of aggregate payments excluding entre-
preneurial savings we extend the analysis to 1909 by using
King's estimates (Table 25). The shares of employee com-
pensation and of interest increase not only from 1919—28 to
1929—38 but also from 1909—18 to 1919—28, the former much
more from the first to the second decade than from the second
to the third. Likewise, the shares of entrepreneurial with-
drawals and rent decline from the first to the second decade, as
they do from the second to the third, indeed much more. The
only type of payment for which such consistency of movement
is not true is dividends (and, consequently, dividends and in-
terest): its share declines from 1909—18 tO 1919—28, probably
owing to the unusually high levels it attained during the war
years 1914—18.
In Table 25 there is some suggestion of secular tendencies in
the shares of employee compensation, entrepreneurial with-
drawals, interest, and rent. The rise in the share of employee
compensation and the decline in that of entrepreneurial with-
drawals could be expected over long periods in view of the de-
crease in unincorporated firms and the corresponding increase
in corporate and other forms of organization that pay wages,
salaries, etc. The rise in the share of interest may well be as-
sociated partly with the waxing importance of industries (gov-
ernment, public utilities) in which this type of property in-
come predominates; partly, for this specific historical period,
with a declining price level and the naturally greater resistance
o,f interest to reduction. The reason for the decline in the share
of rent is not so clear, unless it is because the main source, resi-
dential housing, is not among the rapidly developing indus-
tries.
B IN TYPE OF INCOME TOTALS WITHIN INDUSTRIES
To determine shifts in the distribution by type within the
industrial divisions we measure shares of various components
in both net ihcome originating and total payments. When used





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dude entrepreneurial savings, but for the few industries in
which unincorporated firms are numerous and the inclusion of
entrepreneurial savings might affect the distribution, addi-
tional entries, with total payments including entrepreneurial
savings as base, are given. The conclusions are summarized in
Tables 26—29 by the symbols signifying positive and negative,
and minor, significant, and large changes.
In mining, various subdivisions of manufacturing, construc-
tion, and steam railroads we can separate wages from salaries
(Table 26). In other industries the combined total alone can
be studied. In the former there are significant differences in
the movement of the shares of wages and salaries in both net
income originating and total payments. As shares in net in-
come originating, wages rise in textiles and leather, construc-
tion materials and furniture, paper, and miscellaneous and
rubber manufacturing; but as shares in total payments, they
decline except in textile and leather manufacturing, in which
they rise slightly. The share of salaries in both net income
originating and total payments rises in most industries: in net
income originating it declines in food and tobacco alone; and
in total payments it declines only in food and tobacco and
chemical manufacturing. Comparison of wages and salaries in-
dustry by industry indicates that the share of salaries in both
net income originating and total payments either increases
more or declines less in all industries except food and tobacco.
We can now test the showing of Table 24—that the share of
wages and salaries in national income increased, whereas in
aggregate payments excluding entrepreneurial savings it de-
clined; and that the share of employee compensation in both
totals rose—by observing whether similar movements occurred
in each industry in Table 26.
The shares of wages and salaries and of employee compensa-
tion in net income originating do increase in total manufactur-
ing, some of its subdivisions (textile and leather, construction
materials and furniture, paper, printing, and miscellaneous
and rubber), and in street railways, water transportation,TABLE 26
Employee Compensation, Direction and Magnitude of Change *
overthe Period in its Share in Net Income and Total
Payments, by Industrial Divisions, 1919—1938
Agriculture
Mining
SHARE IN TOTAL PAYMENTS
SHARE INNET INCOME EXCL. ENTREPRENEURIALSAVINGS
Wages& Empi. Wages& EmpI.
Wages Salaries salaries comp, Wages Salariessalaries comp.
(i) (2) (6) (7) (8)
a a — — a a — —
0+' 0 0 — + 0— 0—
Manufacturing o
Food & tobacco 0—
Text.& leather +





Misc. & rubber +
++ + 0—





+' 0 0 0—










Construction 0 + 0 0 +
Transp. & other pub. util.a
Electric light & power a
Mfd. gas a






a — — a
a — — a
a — — a
+ 0 0 —
a 0+0+ a
a 0+0+ a
a — — a
a o— o— a





























a a o +
a a a a
a a a a
a a a a
a a a a
a a — 0+
a a —e+
a a —
a a o— 0—
a a o— 0—
Miscellaneous a a ++ a a 0+0+
Total a a+ + a a o—
CLASSIFICATION ABY CHARACTER OF PRODUCTIVE FUNCTION
Commodity producing a a o 0 a a 0— 0—
Commodity transp. & distr. a a a a o— 0—
Services a a ++ a a +234 PART TWO
TABLE 26 (conci.)
SHARE IN TOTAL PAYMENTS
SHARE IN NET INCOME EXCL. ENTREPRENEURIAL SAVINGS
Wages& lEmpi. Wagcs& Empi.
Wages Salaries salariescomp. Wages Salariessalaries comp.
(1) (5) (6) (8)
CLASSIFICATION CBY TYPE OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
With large proportion of
individual firms a a+ + a a 0+0+
l'rivate corp. a a++ a a o— o—
Semi-public Corp. a a o— o— a a — o—
Public a a o + a a — 0+
Supplementary datafor industries in which individual firms predominate:
SHARE IN TOTAL PAYMENTS SHARE IN r0TAL PAYMENTS
INCL.ENTREP. SAVLNCS INCL. ENTREP. SAVINGS
Employee Compensation Employee Compensation
Agriculture Real estate +
Construction o Service 0+
Trade 0+ Miscellaneous +
* See note to Table 24. An entry ofmeans that the corresponding type of
income is either absent, has not been estimated, or is less than0.1per cent of
net income or total payments.
telegraph, trade, finance, service, and miscellaneous; but in
several important industries (agriculture, food and tobacco,
the transportation and public utility total, electric light and
power, manufactured gas, telephones, and pipe lines) they
decline. As shares in total payments, wages and salaries and
employee compensation decline in many more industrial divi-
sions (mining, total manufacturing and several of its subdivi-
sions, construction, almost all the public utility subdivisions,
and service). The rise in the shares of wages and salaries and
of employee compensation in national income is thus not uni-
formly true 9f the distribution of net income originating for
all industries; nor is the increase in the share of employee com-
pensation in aggregate payments true of the share in total pay-
ments in most industries; and the mild decline in the share of
wages and salaries in aggregate payments becomes marked in
the share in total payments in several industries.
In general the shares of both wages and salaries and em-
ployee compensation tend to increase less or decline more in
the commodity producing industries and the public utilities
than in the comprehensive totals; and in the service industriesDISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 235
they increase more or decline less than in the comprehensive
totals. Thus in Classification A the shares in both net income
originating and total payments for the service group rise
more than the shares for the commodity producing and trans-
porting and distributing groups (if the latter rise at all). In
Classification C it is the semi-public group, primarily public
utilities, that is characterized by declining shares of wages and
salaries and of employee compensation. For the other groups in
Classification C the changes in the shares in net income and
total payments differ, and in the public industry group the
change in the shares of wages and salaries in net income and
total payments differs from that in the shares of employee com-
pensation. The reasons for these divergences are obvious. The
effect of negative business savings in the 1930's on the distribu-
tion of net income originating in the group in which private
corporations predominate (i.e., mining and manufacturing)
causes the share of employee compensation to rise; when we
omit net savings the share in total payments declines. In the
public category it is the addition of relief and other compensa-
tion that causes the share of total employee compensation to
rise; the share of wages and salaries alone does not rise. Finally,
if we omit net savings from income originating in the group in
which unincorporated firms are still numerous, the rise in the
share of employee compensation becomes smaller.
The shares of entrepreneurial withdrawals and net income
in the comprehensive income totals decline; and when we
examine their shares in net income originating and total pay-
ments industry by industry we find that the decline is fairly
widespread (Table 27). Only in agriculture and finance do
the shares of entrepreneurial income in net income originating
and of withdrawals in total payments rise, and for agriculture
even these rises are mild. In construction and service the share
of withdrawals in total payments rises also, that in construc-
tion markedly. In all other industries in which entrepre-
neurial income and withdrawals exist, the component consti-
tutes a declining share in net income originating and in totalTABLE 27
Entrepreneurialand Service Incomes, Direction and Magnitude
of Change * over the Period in their Shares in Net Income and
Total Payments, by Industrial Divisions, 1919—1938
SHAREIN
TOTAL PAYMENTS






Agriculture 0+ 0 0 0+ 0—
Mining o o 0—
Manufacturing + + 0 —
Food& tobacco — — — _* —
Textile& leather _* + +
—* °+
Constr. mat. & furn. + + 0 —
Paper + + _* 0+
Printing _* 0+0+ —*
Metal —* o 0 0—
Chemical — o o —
Misc.&rubber _* + + — °+
Construction a o ++ + o—
Traiisp.& other pub. util.a — — a —
Elec.light & power — _* —
Manufacturedgas a — — a —
Steamrr., Pull., & exp. a o o a 0—
Street rwy. a o + o + a 0 —
Watertransp. — 0 0 0—
Pipe lines a — — a
Telephone a o — o— a —
Telegraph a + + a o+
Trade o + o —
Finance +* +
Banking a a +
Insurance o — 0 0 0— 0 +
Real estate a +* a +
Service o— + + 0—
Government a + + a o +
Federal a a a a +
State a a a a —
County a a a a o—
City mci. pub. educ. a a a a o —
Miscellaneous o + + + o +
Total 0++ 0+DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 237
SHARE IN
TOTAL PAYMENTS





(i) (2) (4) (5)
CLASSIFICATION ABY CHARACTER OF PRODUCTIVE FUNCTION
Commodity producing o— 0 0 — 0—
Commodity transp. & distr.— °++ ° ° —
Services o—+ + + +
CLASSIFICATION CBY TYPE OF BUSINESSORGANIZATION
With large proportion of
individual firms ° — °++ ° ° +
Private corp. —* o o
Semi-publicCorp. + ° ° + o —
Public a + + a
Supplementary data for industries in which individual firms predominate:
SHARE IN TOTAL PAYMENTS
INCL. ENTREPRENEURIAL SAVINGS
EntrepreneurialService income
net income mci. savings
Agriculture o +
Construction o 0 —
Trade a—
Real estate a +
Service o —
Miscellaneous o +
*Seenotes to Tables 24 and 26.
payments. This is reflected in Classifications A and C where
the only increase is in entrepreneurial withdrawals as a share
in total payments in the service industries and as a share
in both income totals in the semi-public industries (entrepre-
neurs in the latter are so few that the entries for this group can
be discounted).
The share of service income, including or excluding entre-
preneurial savings, in net income originating rises in most in-
dustries but declines in food and tobacco and several public
utilities. Its share in aggregate payments rises slightly, and in
total payments, declines in the majority of industries. Indeed,
the increase in its share in the comprehensive total is due
largely to the increase in its share in the service category; in
the commodity producing and transporting and distributing238 PART TWO
categories its share declines. Thus the share of service income,
like that of employee compensation and unlike that of entre-
preneurial income or withdrawals, shows considerable diversity
of movement, with a preponderance of declines in the several
industries as a share in total payments, in contrast to its mild
rise as a share in the comprehensive total.
The share of dividends in net income originating increases
in most industries as well as for the country as a whole (Table
28). The few industries in which it does not—textiles and
leather, paper, miscellaneous and rubber manufacturing,
steam railroads, telegraph,, finance and its subgroups—are, for
the most part, industries that are losing weight in the industrial
structure (see Ch. 5). As a share in total payments, dividends
do not rise so consistently from industry to industry but the ex-
ceptions are not many more than for the share in net income
originating. In all groups of Classifications A and C, except
service (in which dividends are small) and public industries (in
which they do not exist), the share of dividends in both net in-
come originating and total payments rises.
The increase in the share of interest is as widespread among
industries as that in the share of dividends. In the share in net
income originating it does not occur in only nine industries:
agriculture, food and tobacco, textiles and leather, miscel-
laneous and rubber manufacturing, construction, telephone,
insurance, government, and miscellaneous; and in at least two,
interest is a rather important item. In total payments the share
of interest fails to rise in one or two more industries. But Table
28 conveys the definite impression that the pronounced rise in
the share of interest in all three comprehensive totals is char-
acteristic of most industries. In Classification C this increase in
the share of interest in net income originating is absent in the
public industries alone; and in its share in total payments,
only in the commodity transporting and distributing group of
Classification A and the public industry group of Classification
C.
Since the shares of both dividends and interest in net incomeTABLE 28
Property Income, Direction and Magnitude of Change * over the
Period in its Share in Net Income and Total Payments, by
Industrial Divisions, 1919—1938
SHARE INTOTAL PAYMENTS




(r) (2) (4) (5) (6)
Agrkulture +' o o o ±
Mining +
Manufacturing + + + +
Food & tobacco +* —
Text.& leather — —e — —
Constr. mat. & furn. + *+
*+
* + + +
Paper o— + —
Printing + + + + +
Metal +* +* + +*+
Chemical +' + + +
Misc. & rubber o o o — 0 —
Construction +* o + *
Transp.& other pub. util. +* F +* +
Elec. light & power + + + ° ++
Mfd. gas +* Fe+* + +
Steam rr., Pull., & exp. — I I- — + +
Street rwy. + -I- + + + Water transp. +* +
Pipelines +*+*+* + + + Telephone +* — +* — +*
Telegraph —*+' ° ..—*+*
Trade + + ° +
Finance o — +* Banking o a o — a —
Insurance — 0— — — *
Realestate o— — +*+*
Service + +' +*+*
Government a — — a
Federal a a a a
State a a a a
County a a a a 0 +0 +
City mci. pub. educ. a a a a + +
Miscellaneous + 0 0 C
Total + + + + +240 PART TWO
TABLE 28 (concl.)
SHARE IN TOTAL PAYMENTS
SHARE IN NET INCOME EXCL. ENTREP. SAVINGS
Dividends Dividends
Divi- & &




Commoditytransp. & distr. + +
Services o +
CLASSIFICATION CBY TYPE OF
With large proportion ol
individual firms + +
Private corp. +
Semipublic corp. + +
Public a —
*See notes to Tables 24 and 26.
originating and total payments rise in most industries, the
share of their combined total also rises in most industries. As
all rent is assigned to real estate this sum of dividends and
interest is the one total of property income that can be studied
for the several industries. Thus the inclusion of rent under
property income affects the distribution by type only for real
estate and for groups of industries including it. The effect is
of course great: whereas in real estate the share of interest and
dividends together in net income originating and total pay-
ments rises markedly, total property income including rent
rises slightly as a share in net income originating and declines
slightly as a share in total payments.
Thus, while the share of property income including rent in
aggregate payments tends to decline over the period, its share
in national income and for most industries in both net income
originating and total payments rises. This difference may be
partly due to our inability to apportion rent among the various
industries in which it may originate. Yet, compared with in-
terest and dividends combined, rent is probably a small item
in many industries, for most rent originates in connection with
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even if we could distribute rent among the industries in which
it originates the share of property income in total payments in
most industries would still rise, while in aggregate payments it
declines—obviously because the declining property income
component (rent) is concentrated in one or two industries and
the rising property income components (dividends and inter-
est) are distributed widely among industries.
We conclude the survey of changes over the period in the
distribution by type within industries by observing the share
of net savings in net income originating and total payments
(Table 29). To complement net savings we record the share of
total payments (exclusive of all net savings) in net income
originating.
As a share in net income originating and total payments net
savings of corporations and government decline significantly
in practically all industries, industrial divisions, and Classifica-
tions A and C. The two exceptions are food and tobacco and
insurance, both growing industries not too sensitive to cyclical
disturbances. This widespread decline is characteristic also of
net savings of all enterprises (including entrepreneurial sav-
ings).
Since the share of net savings of all enterprises in net income
originating declines in practically all industries and indus-
trial groups, the share of total payments must rise.
C EFFECTS OF INTRA- AND INTER-INDUSTRY SHIFTS
The share of any component, such as wages and salaries or en-
trepreneurial income, in a comprehensive income total is the
product of two factors: (i) the share of the component in net
income or total payments originating in each industry; (2) the
share of net income or total payments originating in each in-
dustry in national income or aggregate payments. Changes in
the distribution of comprehensive totals by type may, there-
fore, be due to changes in the distribution by type of net in-
come or total payments originating in each industry; or, with
a constant distribution by type within each industry but dif-TABLE 29
Savingsand Total Payments, Direction and Magnitude of Change 1
over the Period in their Shares in Net Income and of Savings in
Total Payments, by Industrial Divisions, 1919—1938
SHARE IN NET SHAREIN TOTAL
Total I'AYMENTSEXCL.
payments ENTREP. SAVINGS




Agriculture a o o a o
Mining __* _* + _* _*
Manufacturing _* +
Food& tobacco 0 0 o o
Textile & leather _* ._' + —*
Constr. mat.&ftIrn. _* _* + _*
Paper .._• _* _* —*
Printing _* _* +
—* _*
Metal + _*
Chemical _* _* +
____* _*
Misc.& rubber + _*
Construction + —* —*
Transp.&otherpub.util. ° + _*
Electriclight & power .* °+
Mfd. gas —* _* +
—* _*
Steamrr., PulL, & exp. o + _*
Streetrwy. _* _* + _*
Watertransp. o+
—*
Pipelines _* _* +
—* —*
Telephone o + _*
Telegraph —* —*+ —*
— *
Trade _* _* +
— _*
Finance —* 0+ _*
Banking _* _* +* _* _*
Insurance 0 0 0 0 0
Realestate _* _* o+
—* _*
Service —* _* +
— _*
Government _* _* + _* —*
Miscellaneous + _*
Total __* * + _* *
CLASSIFICATION ABY CHARACTER OF PRODUCTIVE FUNCTION
Commodityproducing o o _*
Commoditytransp. & distr. _* + _* _*
Services _* _e +
* _*
CLASSIFICATION CBY TYPE OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
With large proportion of
individual finns —'. +
—*
Private corp. _* + _* —*
Semi-publiccorp. 0+
Public _* _* +
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Real estate o +
Service o +
Miscellaneous +
'See notes to Tables 24 and 26.
2Netincome and total payments including entrepreneurial savings are identical.
ferent distributions from industry to industry, to changes in
the relative importance of industries as measured by their
shares in national income or aggregate payments; or to both.
As we have seen, changes in the distribution of income by
type occurred over the period not only in national income and
aggregate payments but also
ineach industry. Yet it is not clear whether the
intra-industry shifts account fully for the changes in the dis-
tribution by type of national income and aggregate payments
or whether shifts in the relative importance of industries also
contribute. This question is analogous to that raised in Chap-
ter 5 (Sec. 3) where we indicate that changes in the industrial
distribution could be due to changes in the industrial dis-
tribution of each component or to shifts in the relative impor-
tance of income types, or to both. We did not implement these
alternatives by analysis, since it did not seem to us that the re-
lation could be conceived as extending from the distribution
of the comprehensive income total by type as a cause to the
industrial distribution as an effect; nor that there were mecha-
nisms by which efforts would be made to maintain or alter the
relative distribution among income types with consequences to
the distribution by industrial source. But the question con-
cerning the effects of inter- and intra-industry shifts upon the
distribution of comprehensive income totals by type does
seem realistic enough to warrant further investigation.
The active units in economic life are attached to and operate
within the framework of individual industries; there is inter-244 PART TWO
industry competition, i.e., conscious or unconscious attempts
on the part of one industry to gain at the expense of other in-
dustries; industries differ markedly in their responses to eco-
nomic conditions; given inter-industry shifts as cause, changes
in the distribution by type of comprehensive income totals may
well be treated as effects. Moreover, attachment to industries
does give rise to significant differences among groups of income
recipients, and the distribution by type within individual in-
dustries is of considerable interest.
On the basis of the analysis already carried through in the
preceding sections of this chapter and Chapter 5 the simplest
way to explore more directly the effects of intra- and inter-
industry shifts on changes over the period in the distribution
of comprehensive income totals by type is the following. We
measure the change from 1919—28 to 1929—38 in the average
share in national income (or aggregate payments) of the
various income components. This change can be viewed as
the product of the changes in the shares of each within
the several industries and the changes in the shares of 'the
respective industries in national income (or aggregate pay-
ments). But instead of weighting the change in the share of a
given income type in each industry by changes in the shares of
the respective industries in national income (or aggregate pay-
ments), we can weight them by the average share for 1919—38
of the respective industries, and divide the sum of the products
by ioo, i.e., the sum total of the weights. By this method we
approximate the change from 1919—28to 1929—38 in the share
of the given income type in national income (or aggregate
payments), on the assumption that the relative importance of
industries remained constant over the period, i.e., that there
were no shifts in the industrial distribution. If this result is
subtracted from the change in the share of this income type
shown in Table 24, the residual approximates the change in
the share of the given income type in national income (or ag-
gregate payments) that is due exclusively to shifts in the rela-
tive importance of various industries.DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 245
TABLE 30
Effects of Inter- and Intra-Industry Shifts upon the Change
over the Period in the Distribution of National Income
by Type, 1919—1938
CHANGE FROM 1919—28 TO CHANGE FROM 1919—23 TO
1929—38 1934—38




CHANGE shifts(i —2) CHANGE shifts — 5)
(i) (2) (3) (4) (6)
Wages & salaries +6.3 +7.7 —1.4 +3.2 +i.8 +1.4
Employee compensation+0.1 +g.6 —0.5 +7.6 +5.0 +2.6
Entrep.withdrawals +1.6 +2.6 —1.0 —0.71+0.20 —0.91
Entrep. net income —2.0 —1.4 —0.6 —2.1 —1.1 —1.0
Service income exci.
entrep. savings +10.7 +12.2 —'.5 +6.9 +5.2 +1.7
Service income mci.
entrep. savings +7.0 +8.2 —1.2 +5.5 +3.9 +1.6
Dividends +1.6 +1.8 0.2 +1.7 +L5 +0.2
Interest +3.0 +2.6 +0.4 +2.0 +0.2
Prop.income mci. rent+2.4 +2.9 —0.5 +0.44+1.7 —1.3
Agg. pay. exci. entrep.
savings +13.1 +15.2 —2.1 +7.8 +6.9 +0.4
Total net savings —13.1 —15.2 +2.1 —6.g —0.4
Corp.& gov. net savings—9.4 —11.1 +1.7 —6.o —0.5
Columnsi and 4 of Table 30 measure changes in shares
shown by the direct distribution of national income and are
identical with the entries in Table 24.Columns2 and 5 were
obtained by weighting the changes for each industry (using the
most detailed industrial classification) by the average share
of the industries in national income (from Table 13) and
dividing the sum of the products by too. The entries show
what would have been the changes in the shares of wages and
salaries, employee compensation, etc. in national income if its
industrial distribution were held constant year in, year out at
the 19 19—38 average level, and if, therefore, changes in the
shares of income types in it were caused by changes in the dis-
tribution of net income by type within each industry alone.
Columns 2 and 5 thus measure the effects of intra-industry
shifts on changes in the distribution of national income by
type. Columns 3 and 6, obtained by subtracting columns 2and
5 from i and 4, measure the effects of shifts in the industrial
composition of national income, i.e., of inter-industry shifts.246 PART TWO
For the income components and their subtotals in Table
the conclusions concerning changes from 19 19—28to1929—38
areclear. For all types of income, except interest and the two
net savings items, the total change is algebraically smaller than
the change ascribable to intra-industry shifts. This means that
the shifts in relative importance among industries caused the
shares in national income of all income types, except interest
and net savings, to decline. In other words, industries in which
the average shares of such components as wages and salaries,
employee compensation, entrepreneurial withdrawals or net
income, and dividends were above the countrywide average
shares lost relatively to industries in which they were below.
But for interest and net savings, the reverse occurred: indus-
tries in which the average shares of these two components were
above the countrywide average shares gained relatively to in-
dustries in which they were below.
This conclusion can be checked by comparing the industries
in Tables 23 and 14. However, correlating industries by two
of their characteristics: (i) the excess or shortage of the average
share of an income type in the net income originating in the
various industries compared with its average share in national
income; (2) the sign and magnitude of the change in the share
of the industry in national income from 19 19—28to1929—38,
wouldmean a needless multiplication of detail and would
merely demonstrate what must arithmetically follow from
the differences between columns i and 2, Table 30. Even with-
Out such a demonstration the reason for the relations between
columns i, 2, and 3 of Table 30 is obvious. For example, a rela-
tive decline in net savings from the first to the second decade in
any industry in excess of the decline for the country would
reduce the weight of that industry in national income. It would
tend also to give that industry a small average share of net sav-
ings in net income originating. Hence there would be positive
correlation between a small share of net savings in an industry
and the decline in the weight of thatinAdustry in national in-
come; or between a large share of net savings in an industryDISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 247
and the increase in the weight of that industry in national in-
come. Similarly, the industries in which the share of interest
in national income is relatively large have increased in weight:
government, electric light and power, manufactured gas. Ob-
viously this increase was insufficiently offset by a decline in the
shares in national income of other industries with relatively
large shares of interest (steam railroads, street railways, real
estate) and was reenforced by the decline in the shares of indus-
tries in which interest is negligible (manufacturing, mining,
and construction).
Changes from the first to the last quinquennium differ. Here
again the effect of inter-industry shifts was to increase the share
of interest in national income and to reduce the shares of entre-
preneurial withdrawals and of net income. But these effects of
shifts in the industrial composition of national income upon
changes in its distribution by type were more moderate be-
tween 1919—23 and 1934—38 than between 1919—28 and 1929—
38. Furthermore, the shift in the industrial composition tended
to reduce the share of net savings and to increase the shares of
wages and salaries and of dividends from the first to the last
quinquennium, whereas it tended to increase the share of net
savings and to reduce those of wages and salaries and of divi-
dends from the first to the second decade. The increase in the
share of wages and salaries from the first to the last quinquen-
nium is due largely to the remarkable recovery in the last quin-
quennium of commodity producing industries with their large
shares of wages and salaries and of employee compensation
(mining, manufacturing, and construction); the loss in their
share in national income was therefore much less when meas-
ured from1919—23to 1934—38thanfrom 1919—28 tO 1929—38.
As some industries with high ratios of wages and salaries and
employee compensation declined less in relative importance
and other industries with high ratios (government, trade, tele-
phone) increased, inter-industry shifts between 1919—23 and
1934—38 raised the shares of wages and salaries and of em-
ployee compensation in national income.248 PART TWO
In one respect the analysis of changes between the two
decades and the two quinquennia in Table 30 yields similar
results: the removal of the effects of inter-industry shifts and
the confining of changes in the shares of income types to those
caused by intra-industry shifts does not materially influence
the changes in the distribution of national income by type.
When we compare columns i and 2 for the changes from i 919—
28 to 1929—38, not one income component or subtotal alters its
sign. Thus were we to consider only intra-industry shifts in
shares of income types, disregarding the effects of inter-indus-
try shifts, the shares in national income of wages and salaries,
employee compensation, entrepreneurial withdrawals, both
totals of service income, dividends, interest, property income
including rent, and aggregate payments excluding entrepre-
neurial savings would still rise significantly; and those of en-
trepreneurial net income and the various savings totals would
still decline significantly. In the comparison for 1919—23 and
1934—38 the sign is reversed in the share of entrepreneurial
withdrawals alone; but the change in its share in national in-
come is minor anyway, whether inter- and intra-industry shifts
are combined or the effects of intra-industry shifts alone are
considered. In short, while shifts in the industrial composition
of national income had some effect on changes in the distribu-
tion by type, it was moderate.
When changes over the period in the distribution by type
of aggregate payments excluding savings are
similarly analyzed, the results are significantly different (Table
31). The entries in Table 31 were derived by a procedure
analogous to that used in Table 30, except that changes within
each industry were measured for shares in total payments and
the weights used were the average share for 1919—38 of each
industry in aggregate payments.
Changes in the industrial composition of aggregate pay-
ments, both from 1919—28 to 1929—38 and from 1919—23 to
1934—38, were such as to raise the shares of wages and salaries,
employee compensation, total service income excluding entre-DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 249
TABLE 31
Effects of Inter- and Intra-Industry Shifts upon the Change
over the Period in the Distribution of Aggregate Payments,
excluding Entrepreneurial Savings, by Type, 1919—1938
CHANGE FROM 1919—28 TO CHANCE FROM 1919—23 TO
1929—38 1934—38




CHANCE shifts (i— 2) CHANGE shifts —
(1) (2) (3) (6)
Wages& salaries —1.7 —2.4 +0.7 —1.3 —3.0 +1.7
EmployeeCompensation+0.89 —1.1 +2.0 +2.9 0.87+5.8
Entrep. withdrawals —0.72 +0.69 —5.4 —2.0 -1-0.43 —2.4
Serviceincome exci.
entrep. savings +0.17 —0.43 +0.60 +0.85 —0.44+1.3
Dividends +0.84 +0.65+0.19 +1.3 +5.2 +01
Interest +1.9 +0.17 +1.7 +1.5+'.s +0.2
Prop.income mci. rent —0.17 +0.43 —o.6o —0.85+0.44
Total net savings —12.4 —13.3 —7.9 —8.2
Corp. & gov. net savings—8.8 —9.5 +0.7 —6.2 —6.2 0.0
preneurialsavings, dividends, and interest. In other words,
industries characterized by larger than average shares of these
income components gained compared with industries charac-
terized by smaller than average shares. Shifts in the industrial
composition tended to depress the shares of entrepreneurial
withdrawals and of property income including rent. By and
large, the effects of inter-industry shifts upon changes in the
distribution of aggregate payments by type are greater than the
effects of shifts within industries; and also than the total change
in the distribution of aggregate payments by type.
Consequently, for several income type components in Table
3' the total change in the share in aggregate payments is in the
opposite direction to that caused by the change in the dis-
tribution by type within industries (col. 1, 2, 4, and 5). Thus in
the comparisons for both decades and quinquennia the total
change in the share of employee compensation in aggregate
payments is upward, while in the distribution by type within
industries the share of employee compensation declines; and
only shifts in industrial composition raise it in the compre-
hensive total. Likewise, the decline in the share of entrepre-250 PART TWO
neurial withdrawals in aggregate payments is due exclusively
to shifts in industrial composition in favor of industries char-
acterized by small shares; intra-industry shifts alone would
cause a small rise. There are similar reversals in the sign of the
change characterizing the share of total service income exclud-
ing entrepreneurial savings. Finally, the total change in the
share of property income including rent is negative, but only
because of shifts in the industrial composition of aggTegate
payments. Within industries changes in the distribution by
type cause a small rise in the share of property income includ-
ing rent.
In the light of Table 3' the conclusions concerning shifts in
the distribution of aggregate payments by type may be restated.
In the countrywide distribution the rise in the shares of em-
ployee compensation and of service income excluding entrc-
preneurial savings and the decline in the shares of entre-
preneurial withdrawals and of property income including rent
are due exclusively to shifts in the industrial composition of
aggregate payments. If these shifts were removed and only the
change within industries taken into account, the shares of
wages and salaries, employee compensation, and total service
income would decline; and the shares of entrepreneurial with-
drawals, dividends, interest, and total property income includ-
ing rent, would rise.
4Changes during Business Cycles
A INCOUNTRYWIDETOTALS
As in the analysis of changes in national income and in its in-
dustrial distribution during business cycles we are concerned
here with answering two questions. First, how do the various
income type components, either in the country at large or
within industries, change during expansions and contractions
in the country's economic activity? Second, are there any sig-
nificant differences among the components, either country-DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 251
wide or within industries, in the intensity with which they
respond to changes associated with business cycles?
The cyclical behavior of income type components is ana-
lyzed by a procedure strictly analogous to that used in Chapters
4 andthe chronology of reference periods is the same, as is
the method of scoring. We therefore introduce Table 32 with-
out further explanation.
The totals were studied in Chapter 5andrequire no corn-
rnent. We merely note that by and large the countrywide type
of income totals rise fairly consistently during expansions; de-
cline somewhat less consistently during contractions; and that
in most, the differential movement is consistently negative.
Nevertheless, significant differences appear in the behavior of
the totals themselves. For example, wages conform to business
cycles more consistently than salaries; employee compensation,
than entrepreneurial withdrawals. Th.e most conspicuous lack
TABLE 32
Direction of Movement during Business Cycles in Types of
Income and in their Percentage Shares of National Income
and Aggregate Payments, 1919—1938
%OF ACG. PAY, EXCL.
T 0 T A L % OV NATIONAL INCOME ENTREP. SAVINGS
Con- Con- Con-
Expan- trac- Differ-Expan-trac-Differ-Expan- trac-Differ-
siantionential siontionentialsion Lionential
(i) (2) (i,) (6) (') (8)
Wages&salaries +5 •'B 5 —1+3+3 +3 —5 —5
Wages* +5 —5 —s —3+3+3 +1 —5 —5
Salaries • +5 —1 —3 —1+5+5 —3+5+5
Employeecompen-
sation +5 —3 —5 —1+3+3 +3 —5 —5
Entrep.withdrawals+5 —i —3 —3+5+3 —5 +1+3
Entrep. net income —3 —5 —I —I —1 +1 —i —3
SerViceincome exci.
entrep. savings +5 —I —5 —3+5+3 +3 —1 —1
Service income mci.
entrep. SavingS +5 —3 5 —5+5+5 +1 —3 —s
Dividends +5 —3 —5 +1 +1 +1 +3 —1 —3
Interest +3 +1+1 —i+5 +5 —3+5+5
Dividends & interest+5 —1 —'-5 +1+3+5 ' +3 +1
Rent +' —L —1 —5+1+5 —5+1+3
Property incomemci.
rent +5+1 —3 —1+3+5 —5+1 +1
Net savings —s —s +3 —5 —5 +3 —s —5
Based on data for mining, manufacturing, ConstructiOn, and steam railroads, Pullman,
and express, the only industries for which this breakdown is possible.252 PART TWO
•of conformity is in interest, an income type whose character
and industrial source (government, agriculture, and real estate
are the important sources) make it less responsive to short term
fluctuations in economic conditions.
The movements of the shares in national income indicate
which income type components respond to business cycles with
a wider amplitude and which with a narrower. For reasons re-
peatedly indicated, the differential movement is the measure of
behavior during business cycles least affected by longer term
changes. Net savings, which fluctuate violently, so dominate
the movements of the other components of national income
that most have narrower amplitudes than national income
(col. 6). In other words, net savings affect conforming fluctua-
tions in national income during business cycles so much that,
by comparison, conforming fluctuations of the other income
components seem to have narrower amplitudes. The only ex-
ception is entrepreneurial net income, a component itself af-
fected by entrepreneurial savings.
Only by excluding net savings and studying the movements
in the percentage distribution of aggregate payments can we
discover which type of payment components are most re-
sponsive to business cycles (col. 9). Wages and salaries, em-
ployee compensation, wages (but not salaries), and dividends
have conforming fluctuations of wider amplitudes than aggre-
gate payments. Salaries, entrepreneurial withdrawals, interest,
and rent have consistently narrower amplitudes. The insig-
nificant scores for the more inclusive totals, such as service in-
come or property income including rent, indicate such incon-
sistency in the movement of their percentage shares that it is
difficult to say whether on the whole their conforming fluctua-
tions have wider or narrower amplitudes than aggregate pay-
ments. This is, of course, because the subtotals include com-
ponents that behave in different ways during business cycles:
service income includes the responsive and sensitive wages and
the less responsive salaries and entrepreneurial withdrawals;DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 253
property income includes the responsive and sensitive divi-
dends and the less responsive interest and rent.
The differences in amplitude of conforming fluctuations
among the income type components are not unexpected. But
we must test them by studying the behavior of income type
components within industries as well. We consider first the
totals, then the percentage distribution by type of net income
originating in each industry, and finally the percentage dis-
tribution of total payments by type within industries.
BIN TYPE OF INCOME TOTALS WITHIN INDUSTRIES
The consistency of movement during business cycles of income
type totals by industries and major industrial groups is an-
alyzed in Chapter 5.1Tablesi8 and 19 can be used here to
establish the movements of the totals within industries.
Table 19 shows that, on the whole, similarities and differ-
ences observed for countrywide income type totals (in Table
32) persist within the groups of Classifications A and C. The
differential movement indicates that net savings conform most
consistently to business cycles; interest, least consistently; in-
deed, in most industrial groups the latter rises from expansion
to contraction. Dividends, wages and salaries, and entrepre-
neurial withdrawals move in conformity with business cycles,
but not as consistently as net savings.
The differences among the groups reflect essential differ-
ences in sensitivity to business cycles among industrial groups
(e.g., commodity producing on the one hand and service in-
dustries on the other; private corporations and public indus-
tries, etc.) superimposed upon essential differences in such sen-
sitivity among income type components. Measured again by
the differential movement, wages and salaries reflect business
cycles quite consistently in the commodity producing and corn-
1Entrepreneurialnet income and corporate and government savings, rather
than entrepreneurial withdrawals and net savings of enterprises, are given in
Tables i8 and 19,butthe movements are similar. Presentation of similar tables
here, which would duplicate much of the material, was considered superfluous.254 PART TWO
modity transporting and distributing groups, but much less
consistently in the service industries. Also, wages and salaries
have scores of high positive conformity in the first three groups
of Classification C but not in the group of public industries (for
which the entry + 3 for the differential movement indicates
inverse conformity). Entrepreneurial income conforms well in
all the groups in which it exists, except the commodity trans-
porting and distributing group in Classification A. Dividends
also conform fairly consistentl.y in all groups except the semi-
public in Classification C. Interest, which conforms poorly or
inversely in most groups, conforms fairly well and positively in
the public industries group of Classification C. Finally, net sav-
ings conform closely in all groups.
The components of our more detailed industrial classifica-
tion move on the whole in consistent conformity with busi-
ness cycles. Table i8 lists the industries and components that
do not show significant conformity to business cycles (i.e., are
measured by differential scores other than—5or —3).All
components, with the sole exception of interest, in most indus-
tries conform significantly to business cycles. But interest in
many does not: in agriculture, mining, manufacturing and
most of its subdivisions, transportation and public utilities and
most of its subdivisions, construction, trade, finance, service,
and government. The widespread conformity of wages and
salaries, entrepreneurial withdrawals, dividends, and net sav-
ings is thus confirmed, as well as the lack of definite conformity
of interest in almost all industries.
C IN PERCENTAGE SHARES OF NET iNCOME ORIGINATING
For most groups in Classifications A and C the shares of the
various income types as percentages of net income originating
decline during expansions, rise during contractions, and their
differential movements are positive (Table Theoutstand-
ing exception is net savings of enterprises, whose share moves
in consistent positive conformity to business cycles. Obviously
the amplitude of their conforming fluctuations so influencesDISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 255
TABLE 33
Direction of Movement during Business Cycles in Percentage
Shares of Types of Income in Net Income Originating





producing & distr.Services firms corp. Corp.Public
(i) (2) (6)
EXPAN SI
Wages& salaries —3 0 —1 +1 —3
Entrep.withdrawals +1 —3 —5 +1
Dividends +' +t +3 +3 +'+'
Interest —s +1 —' —5 —5
Net savings +3 +1 +1 +3 +3 +3
CONTRACTION
%%Tages&salaries +3 +5 +5 +3 +5 —I +5
Entrep. withdrawals+5 +5 +1 +3 +5 +5
Dividends +1 —1 —' +3 +5
Interest +5 +3 +8 +5 +5 +5 —t
Net savings —5 —i
DIFFERENTIAL MOVEMENT
Wages &salaries +5 +1 +5 +1 +5 +3 +5
Entrep.withdrawals+5 +8 +8 +3 +5 +3
Dividends +8 +1 +1 —1 +8 +8
Interest +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +1
Net savings —5 —3 —5 —3 —5 —3 —5
netincome originating that the amplitudes of conforming
movements in all other income components must be narrower.
In this respect Table 33 corroborates Table 32.
But the responses of the various income type components
within the industrial groups differ. Wages and salaries in the
commodity transporting and distributing group o[ Classifica-
tion A and in the first group of Classification C do not show
consistently narrower conforming amplitudes than net income
originating. The same is true of dividends in all except the'
commodity producing group of Classification A. Apparently
therefore, at least in some groups, wages and salaries and divi-
dends fluctuate in conformity with business cycles with sufFi-
cient amplitude even in comparison with net savings to cause,
in at least some cycles, their percentage shares to show positive
conformity.256 PART TWO
Not many shares of income type components in net income
originating in the individual industries conform consistently,
positively or negatively (i.e., with a score of either + 5 or + 3
or 5or3).We therefore list in Table 34 the industries
and components for which adequate positive or negative con-
formity in the differential movement is recorded. As might
have been expected, all components except net savings have
largely entries with positive scores, indicating that the ampli-
tudes of their conforming movement during business cycles are
narrower than in net income originating in the industry and
still narrower than in net savings. The negative entries under
net savings indicate that consistent positive conformity is estab-
lished only because this component fluctuates in conformity
with business cycles uniformly more violently than net income
originating.
In almost every industry interest, if it responds to business
cycles, has an amplitude narrower than net income originating;
net savings .iust as consistently respond with wider amplitude
than net income originating. For wages and salaries, entrepre-
neurial withdrawals, and dividends, industries with consistent
scores are fewer, and the last-mentioned component in several
industries responds to business cycles with wider amplitude
than net income originating. Most of the industries with con-
sistently negative scores are of the type that do not respond
sensitively to business cycles (insurance, finance, textiles and
leather, printing, water transportation, real estate, service). It
is tempting to infer that among the industries with positive
scores under wages and salaries, entrepreneurial withdrawals,
and dividends, the preponderant majority would be of the
type that is sensitive to business cycles: mining; manufacturing
and such of its divisions as metals, chemicals, miscellaneous and
rubber; steam railroads, etc. A positive score would indicate
that conforming fluctuations in the three income type com-
ponents are of narrower amplitude than in net income origi-
nating and it might well be expected that conforming fluctua-






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dividends would have narrower amplitudes than in net in-
come originating chiefly in industries in which net income
originating is itself highly sensitive to business cycles. But such
a conclusion is barred since among the industries with com-
ponents that have narrower amplitudes than net income origi-
nating not a few are none too sensitive (agriculture, service,
etc.). Apparently, therefore, the responsiveness of income type
totals cannot be interpreted solely in terms of differences
among industries in sensitivity to business cycles.
DIN PERCENTAGE SHARESOF TOTAL PAYMENTS
Changes in the percentage distribution of total payments (ex-
cluding entrepreneurial savings) by type within broad indus-
trial groups indicate that wages and salaries, dividends, and
of course net savings have conforming fluctuations of wider
amplitudes than total payments; entrepreneurial withdrawals
and interest, on the contrary, have conforming fluctuations of
narrower amplitudes (Table 35).
However, the amplitudes of conforming fluctuations in
various income type components are different in different
groups. For example, wages and salaries have wider amplitudes
than total payments in the commodity producing and com-
modity transporting and distributing groups in Classification
A; in the group of service industries the indication of wider
amplitude is not significant. In the group with a large propor-
tion of unincorporated firms and in the semi-public group, but
not in the public industry group or in that in which private
corporations predominate, in Classification C, wages and sala-
ries have a wider amplitude than total payments. Entrepre-
neurial withdrawals usually have a narrower amplitude than
total payments; but in the service industries group in Classifi-
cation A, in which entrepreneurial withdrawals are substantial,
their amplitude is wider. The amplitude of conforming fluc-
tuations in the share of dividends is narrower than in total
payments in the commodity transporting and distributing
group in Classification A, the first group in Classification CDISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 259
TABLE 35
Direction of Movement during Business Cycles in Percentage
Shares of Types of Income in Total Payments





producing & distr.Services firms corp. corp.Public
(1) (6)
EXPANSION
Wages & salaries +3 +5 +1 +5 1 1
Entrep.withdrawals —s +1 —s —s +3
Dividends +3 +3 +3 +5 +3
Interest —i —5 +1 —1 —1 —3 —1
Net savings +i +s +1 +3 +8
CONTRACTION
Wages & salaries —5 —' —5 —t
Entrep.withdrawals+5 +3 +1 +1 +3 +5
Dividends —I +1 —' —I —I +3
Interest +5 +3 +1 +5 +5 +3 —3
Net savings —5 —5 —'
DIFFERENTIAL MOVEMENT
Wages& salaries —5 —i —5 +1 —5 +1
Entrep, withdrawals+5 +5 —s +3 +5 +1
Dividends —s+' —5 —' +1
Interest +5 +5 +1 +5 +5 +5 —3
Net savings —5 _3
(in which, however, such payments are negligible), and the
semi-public group.
These differences can perhaps be explained in terms of the
differing sensitivity of industrial groups and of their income
type components to business cycles. In the commodity trans--
porting and distributing group public utilities are important,
and for various reasons their dividend disbursement policy is
none too sensitive to shorter business cycles; hence the positive
scores for differential movements in dividends in both the sec-
ond group in Classification A and the semi-public group in
Classification C. The third group in Classification A comprises
governments and some public utilities that are not too sensi-
tive to business cycles, as well as private service industries
with many entrepreneurs whose incomes are more sensitive.
As a result, wages and salaries in this group are not too respon-260 PARTTWO
sive, since they originate to a large extent in governments and
the cyclically insensitive public utilities; and the scores are
low for the differential movements of wages and salaries in
both this and the public industries groups. Entrepreneurial
withdrawals in the service group, coming from its private in-
dustry sector, are more sensitive than total payments. Finally,
the peculiarly iow score for wages and salaries in the second
group in Classification C (mining and manufacturing) may be
due to the extreme sensitivity of dividends originating in these
two industries; but this explanation may be inadequate.
In observing the shares of income type components in total
payments industry by industry we again list only industries
for which the behavior of the given share is fairly consistently
in one direction (Table 36). Table 36 confirms the indication
of Table 34: ifl almost all industries conforming movements of
interest are of an amplitude narrower than in total payments;
those in net savings are just as consistently of a wider ampli-
tude. But there is one negative entry under interest: in gov-
ernment, significantly enough, the conforming fluctuations in
interest are of wider amplitude than in total payments.
Again as we might have expected, most of the entries under
wages and salaries and dividends are negative, and those un-
der entrepreneurial withdrawals, positive. However, in some
industries wages and salaries and dividends conform with nar-
rower amplitudes than total payments; and entrepreneurial
withdrawals, with a wider amplitude. Most of the industries
in which wages and salaries and dividends respond with nar-
rower amplitudes and entrepreneurial withdrawals with wider
are rather insensitive to business cycles (finance, insurance,
water transportation, pipe lines). On the other hand, we can-
not say with assurance that industries in which wages and
salaries and dividends had conforming fluctuations with con-
sistently wider amplitudes than total payments and in which
the conforming fluctuations in entrepreneurial withdrawals
were of narrower amplitudes than in total payments are neces-

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ture, construction, and real estate are included as well as
manufacturing and some of its sensitive subdivisions. Appar-
ently then, there are differences in the responsiveness of wages
and salaries and dividends on the one hand and of entrepre-
neurial withdrawals on the other, apart from the differences
in the cyclical responsiveness of industries in which these types
of payment are prominent.
5 Summary
a) During 1919—38 wages and salaries accounted on the aver-
age for Gi per cent of national income; employee compensa-
tion, for 63 per cent; entrepreneurial withdrawals, for iper
cent; and entrepreneurial net income including savings, for
i7.6 per cent. Thus total service income constituted on the
average about 81 per cent of national income. Total property
income including rent was slightly less than one-fifth of na-
tional income. Of the three types, dividends averaged 6 per
cent of national income, interest, 7, and rent, 6. Net savings
of corporations and government averaged (algebraically) less
than one-half of one per cent of national income, and net sav-
ings of all enterprises, less than one per cent.
The average percentage distribution by type of aggregate
payments, including or excluding entrepreneurial savings, was
similar to the distribution of national income.
b) The average distribution of both net income originating
and total payments by type varied among industries. Organiza-
tional characteristics affect the share of entrepreneurial in-
come or of interest compared with dividends; technological
characteristics of the production processes affect the share of
compensation for direct labor (wages, salaries, etc.) compared
with payments for capital (interest, dividends, rent); various
other characteristics (accessibility to sources of capital supply,
relative importance of different types of labor or capital, etc.)
determine the relative importance of different types of income.
Because of such differences in the type of income structure
among industries, shifts in the industrial composition of theDISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 263
countrywideincome totals are bound to influence greatly
changes in their distribution by type.
c) The shares of both wages and salaries and employee com-
pensation in national income increased significantly over the
period. In most industries, a similar increase occurred in their
shares in net income originating although in several the shares
declined. The effects of shifts in industrial composition upon
changes in these shares were minor: wages and salaries and
employee compensation would have increased relatively to
national income even had there been no shifts in its indus-
trial composition.
d) The share of employee compensation in aggregate pay-
ments, including or excluding entrepreneurial net savings,
increased; but the share of wages and salaries decreased slightly.
In the majority of industries the shares of both wages and
salaries and employee compensation in total payments includ-
ing or excluding entrepreneurial savings decreased. Shifts in
the industrial composition of aggregate payments excluding
entrepreneurial savings tended to raise the shares of wages and
salaries and of employee compensation in aggregate payments;
were the effects of these inter-industry shifts removed, the
shares of both would decrease.
e) For the few industries for which wages and salaries could
be separated the share of salaries in both net income originat-
ing and total payments increased significantly more or declined
significantly less than the share of wages. Hence, in these indus-
tries, with the single exception of food and tobacco manufac-
turing, the distribution changed markedly in favor of salaries.
f) The share of entrepreneurial withdrawals in national
income showed no definite movement over the period; its
share in both totals of aggregate payments declined. The share
of entrepreneurial income (i.e., withdrawals plus savings) in
both national income and aggregate payments declined. Were
the effects of inter-industry shifts removed, the conclusions
concerning movements in the shares of both entrepreneurial
withdrawals and income in national income would remain the264 PART TWO
same. But were the shifts in the industrial distribution of ag-
gregate payments excluding entrepreneurial savings removed,
the share of entrepreneurial withdrawals in aggregate pay-
ments rise instead of decline.
g) The share of interest and dividends in national income
and both aggregate payments totals increased significantly over
the period in the preponderant majority of industries. Even
were we to correct for the effect of changes in industrial com-
position, the rise would still remain significant.
h) The share of rent in national income and both aggregate
payments totals declined. When this component is added to
interest and dividends to form total property income, the share
of the latter in national income still increases; but in aggregate
payments excluding entrepreneurial savings it decreases.
Since all rent is assigned to one industry, real estate, the
share of total property income in both net income originating
and total payments increased in the preponderant majority
of industries. Were the effects of shifts in industrial composi-
tion removed, its share in both national income and aggregate
payments would still rise.
i) Net savings constitute a strikingly declining share of na-
tional income and of both aggregate payments totals. It would
not be much affected by allowance for the effects of shifts in
industrial composition. In most industries a similar decline
occurred in the share of net savings in both net income origi-
nating and total payments.
j)Thecountrywide totals of wages and salaries, entrepre-
neurial withdrawals, etc. show fairly consistent conformity to
business cycles; i.e., they rise during expansions, decline dur-
ing contractions, and their differential movement is negative.
The one conspicuous exception is interest.
This generally conforming behavior of all income types
except interest is true also of the components within industries.
However, in some industries usually unresponsive to business
cycles (e.g., government) even income types that ordinarily
conform may not conform consistently.DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF INCOME 265
k) The conforming fluctuations of net savings of enterprises
are of especially wide amplitude. This type of income con-
tributes so much to the variability during business cycles of
net income originating that the amplitudes of conforming
fluctuations in any and all other types are, for the country as
a whole and in most industries, narrower than in net income
originating.
I) When net savings are omitted and we compare the ampli-
tudes of conforming fluctuations in the various types of pay-
ment, we find that wages and salaries and dividends display
conforming movements of wider amplitude than total pay-
ments both for the country as a whole and in most industries;
and that entrepreneurial withdrawals and interest have nar-
rower amplitudes than aggregate payments.
m) Since there is naturally some tendency for these differ-
ences in the amplitude of conforming changes of income types
to be merged with the differences in the amplitude of con-
forming changes of various industries, we cannot say that one
income type will always show conforming changes of wider
amplitude than another. But in industries usually sensitive
to business cycles the various types of income differ markedly
and on the whole persistently in their responsiveness: net sav-
ings are especially sensitive, and interest, insensitive; wages
and salaries and dividends are more sensitive than entrepre-
neurial withdrawals.